SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
. Native Coommassie-stained gel of purified Cascade complexes assembled on variable crRNAs. Indicated Cascade-crRNA complexes were separated by native PAGE and proteins were stained with Coommassie. Supplementary Table S1 . Strains used in this study.
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where Cascade and g8cons DNA concentrations were 40 nM and 80 nM, respectively.
Concentrations of Cascade-g8cons complexes ([Cascade-DNA]) were calculated from Eq.
[2] by assuming proportionality of the beacon binding rate in the presence of g8cons and concentration of unoccupied by g8cons Cascade molecules.
[
The V0/V1 ratio for all Cascades except for -12 Cascade was determined as following.
We measured beacon 2 signal amplitude (X) in the presence of g8cons reached after 30-min binding reaction (see data in Supplementary Figure S4 ) and calculated V0/V1 as a ratio of the 30-min interval to a time for which the X amplitude was reached in the absence of competitor. V0/V1 for -12 Cascade was calculated similarly except that signal amplitude in the presence of g8cons was measured after 15-min reaction because beacon 2 binding in the presence of g8cons to -12 Cascade was faster then to other Cascades (Supplementary Figure S4) .
